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Facebook dents
the gradebooks
Covenant students publish research on
Facebook and academic performance

Methods, taught by professor Philip Wright
in the fall of 2008. The student researchers
Each day across the globe over 60 billion decided to study Facebook because of its relaminutes--that’s 11,416 years--are spent on
tively new arrival in the arena of research,
Facebook. A website with those kinds of
and its relevancy to college students.
numbers can’t be passed off as a hobby or
“It has become a staple in communicaeven as a habit. Facebook is now an integral
tion for over 300 million people, so learning
factor in 21st century social interaction.
about possible negative and positive factors
It is also an integral factor in academic
with that type of communication is essential
distraction, determined three Covenant
to learning how it affects us and our lives,”
psychology students in research they had
said Yeoman.
published this spring.
The student researchers’ findings were
Seniors Claudia Canales, Anna Yeoman published in Modern Psychological Studies,
and junior Brooke Wilbanks collaborated on a refereed journal of undergraduate research
the research and the resulting article, entitled published by the University of Tennessee at
“Facebook Usage in Relation to Personality
Chattanooga. It was the first research ever
and Academic Performance.”
published by undergraduate psychology
The three surveyed 61 Covenant
students at Covenant.
students, who filled out questionnaires on
Psychological research about online
personality traits, study habits, and distract- social networks is a budding concentration,
ibility. They found that students who often
and the students’ paper is among the first to
use Facebook tend to have lower GPAs and
explore the correlations between a site like
are more prone to distractions like texting in Facebook and how it affects students.
class.
The students received their first surprise
The more frequent Facebook users also
when conducting their pilot studies. They
showed more signs of extroversion and neuhad to come up with an adequate scale to
rosis—associated with depression, anxiety,
measure how many times students logged
impulsivity, and hostility—than students
into Facebook, and originally set the lowest
who spend less time on the site.
amount of logins to “once a week.”
The semester’s worth of research was
see FACEBOOK, page 2
conducted for Introduction to Research

by Kate Harrison

Senior Claudia Canales (left) and junior Brooke Wilbanks (right) collaborated with senior Anna Yeoman to publish a paper documenting the
relationship between Facebook usage and academic performance.

GARRETT REID

The tangled web of college file sharing
by Daniel Coulbourne
No demographic group wants new music more than college students. Ironically,
college students are also one of the demographic groups least economically equipped
to purchase new music. This dichotomy
leads many, if not most, college students to
turn to less capitalist means of acquiring
music. From burned CDs to pirated downloads, file-sharing is not only acceptable, it’s
assumed.
Covenant’s Internet filter blocks most
external file sharing protocols (such as BitTorrent and Limewire), but can do little to
stop students from sharing music and other

files on the internal college network.
Programs like Mojo and Blue Coconut,
which expedite and ease the trading of music within the network, have only increased
this.
While most students interviewed were
wary of linking their names to any of these
practices, it was obvious that most were familiar with them. Opinions on the morality
of the music sharing ranged from apathy to
educated concern.
“I think the idea of music sharing is a
good one,” said sophomore Peter McCrory.

see FILE SHARING, page 2

Tranquil Board Meetings a
welcome respite for Trustees
by Kate Harrison

This year’s board meetings were largely uneventful compared to last year’s.

GARRETT REID

Last week the Board of Trustees met
and conducted business-as-usual, which,
considering the contentious issues debated
during the past several board meetings, was
not business as usual.
“It was actually a pretty uneventful meeting, which in itself is newsworthy,” said Vice
President of Academic Affairs Jeff Hall, who
was grateful for the change.
President Niel Nielson agreed. “Last year

we had a strategic plan to approve, a capital
campaign to talk about, along with budget
concerns, losing money from our endowment, and significant uncertainty about
enrollment. It was a perfect storm of sorts,”
Nielson said.
The precedent of such a tumultuous year
made for a particularly sweet time last week.
This year, the college’s budget has stabilized,
rightsizing decisions have been made, and

see BOARD MEETINGS, page 2
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Students’ research shows Facebook impacts grades
from FACEBOOK on page 1.
“We had to completely change that,”
said Canales. “The last scale we made went
from ‘once a day’ to ‘I’m logged in all day.’
Someone who logged in every one to two
weeks was very rare.”
Wilbanks said she believes many
students’ self-control can easily be eroded
by the constant accessibility and flux of
Facebook.
“As soon as you get on Facebook it can
get really distracting. You really don’t realize how much time you’re spending on it,”
Wilbanks said.
To most college students, these findings
aren’t news. The data reflects an experience
they’re well acquainted with, that logging
into Facebook has doomed many a paper or
study session. But the data is crucial, profes-

sor Wright and the researchers contend,
because it holds more authority and consequence than assumptions.
“People really don’t realize how much
time they spend on Facebook, and they don’t
see how it affects their studies in so many
ways,” said Canales. “The data puts it out
there on a graph. It’s a measure of proof.”
Wright said the conclusions, essentially,
show a basic need for careful time stewardship.
“It’s not a blanket criticism of Facebook,
but it does show there are consequences to
how you spend your time. You can spend too
much time playing football. We all just need
to have better awareness about what we get
hooked on.”
In the spring of 2009, Canales, Wilbanks,
and Yeoman were selected to present their
research at the Southeastern Psychologi-

cal Association (SEPA) conference in New
Orleans. Soon after, UTC’s journal solicited
the student researchers to submit their paper
for publication.
“I was very surprised and very excited,”
said Yeoman of when they got the proposal.
Although he hasn’t taught Research
Methods with the goal of publication in
mind, Wright says it boosts the department.
“For the students themselves it is a good
reward for hard work. I also think it’s good
for others to see students who have done
this,” said Wright.
Wilbanks, Canales and Yeoman believe
Facebook will be even more scrutinized
as the user count grows. Yeoman hopes to
continue to contribute to the developing
examination.
“I wanted to [continue research] right after we completed our study. There is so much

more to be discovered in this area,” she said.
Canales said they would also like to
strengthen their study. The limited demographic and the narrow range of GPAs
they studied made the process of conclusion
problematic, Canales acknowledged.
For now, the three have reevaluated their
own Facebooking. Wilbanks and Yeoman
both said they are much more conscious
about the time they spend on it. Canales,
who just got a Facebook this summer to keep
in touch with her friends from Peru, said
she’s still not a fan.
“It takes away the responsibility a person
needs to have in a relationship. And people
just get too sucked into it,” Canales said.
(Statistics from: www.facebook.com/press/info,
topics.nytimes.com/top/news/business/companies/
facebook_inc, and www.wolframalpha.com)

File sharing more than common
on Covenant’s campus
requirement that colleges offer “a description of the institution’s efforts to prevent and
“One where the exchange of beautiful
detect file sharing” and “develop a plan for
things is made free. But, if our government
offering alternatives to illegal downloaddecides it’s illegal, we as good Christians
ing or peer-to-peer distribution of intelneed to observe that.”
lectual property as well as a plan to explore
While file sharing and the technologies
technology-based deterrents to prevent such
related to it, such as Mojo or BitTorrent, are illegal activity,” or the college could risk losnot illegal, the jury is still out (literally) on
ing accreditation.
what does and does not constitute copy“As part of the new act, there are several
right infringement when it comes to music
areas Covenant is examining to determine
sharing--at least off-campus.
whether we are in compliance,” said Dean
On-campus sharing is a different matter. of Students Brad Voyles. “We are currently
As an accredited school, Covenant is subject working on a link to a resource which will
to the College Opportunity and Affordprovide information on where students can
GARRETT REID
One student explores another student’s iTunes library
ability Act of 2007, an act which sought to
go to legally obtain copyrighted material.”
complete overhaul in its structure, and it
mp3s on the internet, that people are goinstitute new forms of financial aid and loan
Freshman John Drexler took a forward
seems like, due to the immense number of
ing to stop seeking money for their music
distribution.
looking view of copyright, saying, “The
artists and the nature of music sharing and
altogether.”
Buried deep in the act (H.R. 4137) is the music industry is about to experience a

from FILE SHARING on page 1.

Board members not complaining about “boring” meetings
One highlight occurred during the
Board’s Thursday morning plenary session,
enrollment figures have been unexpectedly
when Dr. Nielson had a parade of professors,
solid.
administrators and department directors give
Nielson said he believed a “good spirit”
presentations of a student’s typical journey
has been evident on campus this semester,
through Covenant.
with faculty and students sensing a renewed
The Board was guided through the stupurposefulness.
dent admissions process, freshman introduc“I don’t want to take that for granted,”
tion, CORE development, faculty developsaid Nielson, “We’re not thinking everything ment, student development, resident life,
is going to be rosy from here on out, but we
intercultural competence, student academic
are grateful for the healing time this semester engagement, athletics, center for vocation,
has been.”
graduation, alumni status, and the BUILD

from BOARD MEETINGS on page 1.

campaign.
Nielson suspected most of the board
members had not ever been given such an
overview of the Covenant College education.
“We are usually consumed with administrative concerns at these meetings,” said
Nielson. “They might think all we talk about
is strategic plans and capital campaigns. We
wanted to remind them of what really goes on
at the school throughout all the big decisions
we have to make.”
Hall said the administration had a renewed desire to focus on the holistic Covenant

Faculty Quote of the Week:

experience after losing sight of it during
months of hard business decisions.
“As last summer went on, we realized that
while all these hard things were going on administratively, there were really good things
happening in many pockets of the college,”
Hall said.
The Board wasn’t just sitting around
singing kumbaya, however. During last week’s
meeting the Board declared emeritus status
for the four Covenant professors who retired
this summer, and also submitted seven potential board nominees for the 2010-2014 term.

Have a faculty quote you’d like to see published?
Email it to bagpipe@covenant.edu

“Creation, Fall, Redemption, Consummation. HA! Things around here now are more
like: Cremation, Fall, Redemption, Constipation.”
– Dr. Chris Dodson in Principles of Accounting
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The Verdict
Yes...

to rain and the
future growth it will bring.

No...

to the mold that is
presently growing on our skin.

Send them by email to
bagpipe@covenant.edu, with “Letter to
the Editor” in the subject line.
Or send letters to:
The Bagpipe
Box 169, 14049 Scenic Highway
Lookout Mountain, GA 30750.
• Make letters topical and keep them under
200 words.
• Letters may be edited for clarity and
length.
• Letters should be signed with full name,
class standing, and declared major, if
applicable.

The Bagpipe
Established in 1955

Are we placing our convenience over God’s commandments?
I was more than a little disappointed to hear that the administration is considering serving
Sunday dinner in the Great Hall.
This proposal has significant
implications implications not only
for Chartwells employees, but
also for all of us who live here on
campus.
The Chartwells employees will
be impacted most by this decision.
We have already left them with
little rest on the Lord’s day by having them serve lunch on Sundays,
and with this new development,
employees will be working from
earlier than six in the morning to
later than eight at night. When
are they supposed to have time to
worship God? It seems contradictory for Covenant to encourage its
students to attend church but then
leave Chartwells employees with
no opportunity to do likewise. We
can’t even invite Chartwells work-

ers to church because we know
they will be working—for our
convenience.
The other group that this
decision will impact is the student
body. Under the current system,
students are indirectly “forced”
to look beyond the school for
dinner options, to consider visiting a church member’s home or
attending a church small group.
This pushes students to get more
involved in a local church, which
Covenant strongly encourages.
With the addition of Sunday dinner, however, it will be that much
easier for students to justify limiting their Sunday church involvement to attendance of morning
services. After all, students are
paying for that meal in the Great
Hall, so isn’t choosing to eat
elsewhere tantamount to wastefulness? Sunday dinner will become
a crutch that keeps students from
reaching out.
Aside from these repercussions,

let’s consider the proposal on
strictly Biblical grounds. “Remember the Sabbath day by
keeping it holy (set apart). Six
days you shall labor and do all
your work, but the seventh is a
Sabbath to the Lord your God,
on it you shall not do any work,
you, or your son, or your daughter, your male servant, or your female servant, or your livestock, or
the sojourner who is within your
gates (Ex.20:8-10). Reformed
folks have long held that food
preparation, as an “act of necessity or mercy,” does not fall under
the “work” prohibited here, but
is it still an act of necessity when
Chartwells workers have to work
most of Sunday preparing food
for other people? It’s certainly not
an act of mercy. You might argue
that no single worker will actually
have to work all day Sunday, but
what happens near the end of the
semester if Covenant Chartwells
work study students have mostly

Zach McElrath

A word from Student Senate

Isaiah Smallman

by Alex Anderson
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Building Council members host
excellent events. The Orientation
We are blessed with a variety
Team welcomes new students each
of student leadership positions on fall and helps them graft onto the
campus. RA’s spend untold hours Covenant culture. Student Senhandling issues and developing
ate seeks to anticipate and listen
community on their halls. Disto student interests and works to
cipleship Coordinators seek to
make them a reality. CAB creates
enhance the spiritual health of the quality social programming for
campus and their particular halls. the student body by catering to a

variety of student interests and
talents. I could go on for quite
some time.
I feel, however, that there
is one position we gloss over
regularly. There is a representative group of forty-plus members
of our community that deserve
recognition: club leaders work
ceaselessly to provide unique

Cliff Foreman
Faculty Advisor

This is a Covenant College student publication
The views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect
those of the College or the student body.
14049 Scenic Highway • Lookout Mountain, GA 30750

If you would like the Bagpipe
to run a story on something,
send your suggestion by email
to bagpipe@covenant.edu with
“Story Idea” in the subject line.
“You must be the change you
wish to see in the world.”
For advertising inquiries,
contact Zach McElrath:
ph: (602) 625-0486
bagpipe@covenant.edu
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Proposal for Great Hall to serve
dinner on Sunday evenings:
by Adam Clason

Letters to
the editor are
welcome!

Thursday, October 15, 2009

1) 15% discount after 5pm every day except
Wednesday for students who present their
college ID
2) Wednesday is .65 cent Chicken
Tender special all day each
Wednesday
4) Catering and delivery for Large Parties

3) WIFI

808 Scenic Hwy. Lookout Mtn. TN. 37350 Phone: 423-468-4460

finished their hours?
Am I sure that by serving
dinner in the Great Hall we are
breaking God’s commandments?
No, but I do believe that we
should give careful consideration
to its necessity. Is it inconvenient
for us to have to find dinner elsewhere on Sunday nights? Yes,
but should our primary concern
be our own convenience? Is getting more involved in the body
of Christ, especially as a college
student, ever convenient?
“If you keep your feet from
breaking the Sabbath and from
doing as you please on my holy
day, if you call the Sabbath a delight and the LORD’s holy day
honorable, and if you honor it by
not going your own way and not
doing as you please or speaking
idle words, then you will find
your joy in the LORD, and I will
cause you to ride on the heights
of the land” (Isaiah 58:13-14a).

Forgotten Leaders
opportunities to students that
they would not obtain normally.
Interested in the art of cinema?
Try the Film Club. Have a
knack for public speaking? We
have a Debate Team. Do you
possess the skills necessary to
keep a plant alive for more than
a week? The Grower’s Club is
always planting.
Academic clubs, sports clubs,
recreational clubs: all these exist
because of the hard work of club
presidents and their cabinets.
These people labor for hours
without stipends and without
practical service. Their passion
and dedication are the fuel driving the club and, too often, we
fail to thank them and recognize
them for the important leadership they provide to this community. Remember to encourage
these leaders as they continue
to offer chances to engage and
grow in diverse fields. Support them and enrich your own
experience here on the mountain
by joining one of their organizations.
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U2 sells us a product we can’t even pretend to not like
by James Harrison
Bringing new meaning to the word
“showstopper,” the stage set-up for U2’s 360
Tour resembles something akin to a colossal robotic tarantula—complete with fog
machines and a slew of multi-colored lights
(not to mention the world’s first interlocking-expanding screen). It was a 21st century
marvel. There really are no words to descriptively do it justice—except for perhaps
“intimidating.” “The Claw,” as it’s been
dubbed, rings up at around $15 million per
stage, and is just the sort of thing that might
be found in the wildest fantasies of an A/V
work-study student.
You read right, the cost is fifteen-million
dollars per stage, and there are three of
these things. In order to keep the extravagance smooth, U2 enlisted a triad of teams,
one to run the current show, another to stay
behind and break set, and a third to begin
constructing the stage ahead of time for the
band’s subsequent about-to-be-conquered
city. Suffice it to say, these things are both
the most innovative and the most gargantuan set-ups in the history of live-music.
Somehow, they were able to fit one of them
inside Atlanta’s Georgia Dome for a show
last Tuesday—all 390 tons of it.
We’re not done yet. The 360 Tour is
officially sponsored by Blackberry, who for
some reason decided that a song with the
title “I’ll Go Crazy If I Don’t Go Crazy
Tonight” would be great for making people
want to buy a Blackberry. One mega-sponsorship isn’t enough though, the tour was
also been put on by Live Nation, a dominating Hollywood promoter with whom
the band signed a 12-year contract last
year. And thanks to the mammoth seating
capacity of American football stadiums, U2
was able to draft more than 70,000 eager
fans, many of them drawn to the affordable
tune of $30 a ticket. Nevertheless, this rings
“cha-ching!”
A U2 concert isn’t really a “concert”
anymore, is it? It’s a full-fledged product
and maybe even an industry. And yet, it’s a

pretty darn good one.
“Intimacy—that’s what we’re about,”
said Bono, a few songs into the show,
shamelessly strutting the runway, inducing a deafening, football stadium-worthy
roar of approval. Responding in kind, The
Edge churned out the opening chords to
“No Line On The Horizon,” the loud and
grungy title track off the band’s most recent
album. Cue more thunderous approval
all the way to the rafters, where beams of
light shooting off of The Claw’s disco ball
illuminated the torsos of thousands of fans,
moving and waving their hands, an endzone away. It cannot be denied that there is
something special going on when the songs
of four musicians are reaching the furthest
seats of a super-arena.
U2 dug a little deeper into their bag
of hits, but not too deep. It didn’t really
matter though. By flawlessly placing their
better-known live staple “Until the End of
the World” next to a lesser-known gem for
loyal fans, “The Unforgettable Fire,” the
band was able to please fans both seasoned
and new. And in a tastefully self-conscious
move, the band transformed the aforementioned dud “Crazy” into a head-spinning
techno remix, complete with hitman Larry
Mullen feeding the rave on a djembe.
The spectacle progressed and as fervent
enthusiasm for songs like “Walk On” and
“Where the Streets Have No Name” increased, the intimidation of The Claw and
its grandeur seemed to disappear. Perhaps it
was a dreamy hallucination, but by show’s
end it seemed as if the stage had actually
become smaller.
Despite their regrettable approach to
marketing themselves, there is no band
which can ascend to the level of live music
at which U2 is most comfortable. And
though it may terrify a small child, the innovative 360 Tour stage design has re-written the book for what a concert can be like
in terms of production and presentation.
Right now it is the ultimate standard, more
than fitting for the globe’s biggest band.

Bono captivates audiences by singing into a steering wheel on a $15
million stage. What’s not to like?

HO R C H ATA

JAMES HARRISON
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The Death of the Album

As technology evolves, bands like Radiohead are becoming a dying breed

Ambitious director Claire Slavovsky showcases prime Covenant talent in
the dissonant and compelling “Caucasian Chalk Circle.”
Are chart-topping concept albums like Radiohead’s Kid A a thing of the past?

by Colin Stayton
A story from the September 12, 2001 issue
of The Onion reads as follows, “Eleven months
after purchasing the Radiohead album,
Microsoft chairman Bill Gates announced
Monday that he is ‘finally getting into Kid A.
I listened to it a few times when I first got it,
but it just wasn’t grabbing me,’ Gates told The
Seattle Post-Intelligencer. ‘I liked “Morning Bell” and “Optimistic,” but the rest just
seemed like this intentionally weird mess.’”

Fans of The Onion recognize this as satire.
I doubt Bill Gates ever made a public announcement about his feelings towards the
2000 Radiohead album Kid A, released nine
years ago last week. But Bill Gates’ fabricated
quote says a lot more about how my generation listens to music than he knows.
Capitol Records has recently been rereleasing Radiohead’s entire discography.
Its most recent Collector’s Edition, reissued
on August 25 of this year, was Radiohead’s
seminal work Kid A, the Gates-described “in-

works against instant gratification. At best,
it’s an “intentionally weird mess,” or at worst,
tentionally weird mess.” What this descriptor
it’s “three tracks killer, nine tracks filler.” So
really means is that Kid A is a concept album.
we could’ve predicted the album’s doom in
All its songs are constructed and arranged
1876, before it even existed. That, of course,
to work together to create a unified whole,
is the year Alexander Graham Bell made the
which, when listened to unbroken from begin- first telephone call in history to his assistant
ning to end, has a singularly profound effect
Thomas Watson and said to him, rather tellon its listener.
ingly, “come here—I want to see you.”
The first concept album was arguably
The demand for instant results isn’t the
The Beach Boys’ Pet Sounds (1966), followed
culprit for the death of the album, though.
by The Beatles’ Pet Sounds-influenced Sgt.
There have been so many cultural factors at
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band (1967). Now
play in the last decade that no one factor can
Radiohead albums like Kid A may be the last
claim culpability. For instance, artistic colof its kind. The album, I am sad to announce, laboration has taken such a strange turn with
is dead.
the advent of the Internet that “authorship” of
Now for a real news story, from the Chrisa “song” is now a slippery concept altogether.
tian Science Monitor, dated November 14, 2003: And without a single author, how can there be
“This Christmas, Americans are going to be
a unified album? This breakdown of authorgetting a lot fewer CD players in their stockship has partitioned music down into its smallings. Instead, they’ll be unwrapping iPods.
est constituent part—the Almighty Single.
It’s yet another indication that music buying
What this all comes down to, then, is
is continuing its shift online. And one of the
why the length of a popular musical work
casualties may be the album, the art form
has shortened so dramatically. The answer
perfected by musicians such as The Beatles
is that it hasn’t. Rather, it has simply ceased
and Pink Floyd.”
to be economical to take the whole thing in.
Okay, so apocalyptic pronouncements
Plenty of concept albums are still being made.
about the death of the album aren’t new. In
Kid A was simply the last one to go platinum
fact, people have been declaring its death
in its first week of release. So the culprit may
since about the time of Kid A’s original release be equal parts piracy—made possible by the
in 2000. The year the Christian Science Monitor
Internet—and the general attention defipredicted its death happened to be the same
ciency of global life—also made possible by
year Apple released iTunes, which made mil- the Internet.
lions of songs available for individual purchase
Radiohead’s Thom Yorke cited his
for a mere $0.99. Gone were the days of hav“disconnection with the speed of the modern
ing to flip the vinyl over to find the song you
world” as an influence in writing Kid A. The
liked or press fast forward on the cassette deck speed and trajectory of global advancement
till it clicked at track four. Instant gratification is truly invigorating, but I don’t believe it’s all
was now achieved, thanks to the likes of Steve doom and gloom. I, for one, am excited to see
Jobs and Bill Gates.
how it all plays out in the next generation of
Granted, the whole idea of the album
music consumption.

Zombieland breathes fresh life into waning genre
In our first encounters with each character, we discover how they’ve come to function
Zombieland, the most recent zombie mov- in a hostile world. Columbus (narrator Jessie
ie to hit American theaters, grossed over $50
Eisenburg) is a neurotic whose constant fear
million in its first two weeks, easily surpassing and adherence to “rules” have kept him sane
the debut of Shaun of the Dead. I won’t spend and improbably alive. Then there’s Tallahasthe whole time comparing the two films, but a see (Woody Harrelson), whose devil-mayfew similarities are worth noting. For one, the care disregard for his own life and anger
zombie plague is just a backdrop in both mov- issues make him the perfect zombie-killing
ies—you could substitute any number of “end machine. Sisters Wichita (Emma Stone) and
of the world” scenarios, and both films would Little Rock (Abigail Breslin) distrust and play
still work fine. Both movies are about their
on others in scheming manipulation. These
characters, which quite frankly is the highest
four get thrown together while confronted the
praise I could give Zombieland—it’s about
most human dilemma of all, to trust and care
characters in much the same way as Shaun
for someone else or to look out for yourself. At
is. Both films also make fun of zombie genre
differing points throughout each has to make
norms without parody, and both buck the
that choice and regain a bit of their humanzombie trend in being more or less hopeful.
ity.
But the similarities end there. Zombieland
The plot is simple. Columbus meets up
is a fully American version of a good zombie
with Tallahassee, and the two get conned
comedy. First off, let me join the chorus and
into heading west with older sister Wichita
say that perhaps the best thing about this mov- and younger sister Little Rock. Wichita has
ie is that it’s set entirely in a post-apocalyptic
convinced Little Rock that a theme park
world. Only in brief flashbacks are you given a both visited when they were younger is now
glimpse of the zombie-filled transition, but this zombie-free. She hopes to give her little sister
is a story about survivors, not surviving.
a bit of her childhood back (and perhaps re-

by Jay Mallow

gain a bit herself). Columbus and Tallahassee
are simply along for the ride at first, but begin
to interact with and care for perhaps the only
two other people left on the planet.
The pairing of Eisenburg and Harrelson
is literally nitro and glycerin. Very rarely do
you see a chemistry that seems to transcend
the screen. Harrelson and Eisenburg seem
to actually like one another while tolerating
each other’s eccentricities. Even better, each
one plays the “straight man” perfectly while
the other at times plays the comedic. Emma
Stone is scintillating as the unattainable bad
girl who also retains just enough girl-nextdoor charm to be believable. And Abigail
Breslin actually shoots zombies, enough said.
Then there’s “the cameo.” Possibly one of the
best, hilarious, and most unexpected cameos
in movie history, our unexpected guest simultaneously both plays himself and parodies
himself. It’s just too good to give away.
In the midst of the zombie gore, language,
and drug use there really is a pertinent
deeper story about how we interact with
the world. In one sense all of us are “loners”
coping with a hostile world that threatens us

at every turn. Do we look out for ourselves,
and if we do, do we lose our humanity in
the process? Are we controlled by fears and
“rules,” fatalistic or manipulative? Or do we
allow ourselves to care about others knowing
full well that we will probably be hurt in the
process? Zombieland’s answer—”If you’re not
with people, you might as well be a zombie.”
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Would Jesus have been a Conservative or a Liberal?
by Tim Yagel

tinuing to establish God’s kingdom by
preaching the gospel in word and deed.
The political battle between conserva- For Jesus, this meant avoiding choosing
tives and liberals in the United States can between the many established governhardly go unnoticed. Each side ardently
ments and spending His time teaching
believes it has the solutions to the world’s
the gospel. Add a few thousand years and
problems (or at least better answers than
democracy, however, and it seems that
the opposition). This makes me wonder
we are forced to choose a political side.
which camp would Jesus be in. Would
We can no longer avoid involvement in
Jesus be a conservative or a liberal?
governmental politics because we are the
These questions are reminiscent of
government.
the one Joshua asked when he saw the
I return to the original question then,
angel of the Lord in Joshua 5:13. When
which camp is Jesus in? I think the anhe asked, “Are you for us or for our
swer “neither” is as appropriate here as it
enemies?”, the answer he received was
was when Joshua asked it. Our primary
profound: “Neither.” When Jesus came
goal is to build the kingdom of God by
to earth, right in the middle of a particu- preaching the gospel in word and deed.
larly politically charged environment, he
If we have a choice in government, we
didn’t come to fit into the kingdom of the ought to choose the one that allows for
Romans, or the Jews, but rather estabor contributes to the building of God’s
lished His own kingdom (which was the
kingdom, and our support should only be
fulfillment of the Jewish Old Testament in given as long as it continues to do so. In
an unexpected way). Jesus refused to get
no way should our belief in any governsucked into choosing political sides. An
ment outweigh our belief in God. In the
example of this is in Matthew 22:15-22
end, the only government that will work
when He was asked about paying taxes.
is a monarchy with a perfect monarch,
Jesus said, “Give to Caesar what is Caebut until Jesus returns, we are doomed
sar’s, and to God what is God’s,” implyto governmental systems that are flawed.
ing that we are primarily citizens of God’s All we can do is continue to build God’s
kingdom, and secondarily citizens of the
kingdom by spreading the gospel in word
established earthly government.
and deed.
Our primary concern is to be conI’m not saying that the government is

If Jesus had been a citizen of a representative democracy, would he have taken a side?
evil, nor that Christians should disown
it. The government is affirmed in many
Biblical passages. Christian politicians
certainly have a holy and extremely important calling, and the government must
be redeemed along with everything else.

But let’s remember that we are supposed
to be on God’s side, which isn’t as simple
as picking a political party or ideology.

When the issue becomes an issue:
Has Dr. Rayburn become too attached to the issue of cremation?
by Jay Mallow
As you mature in finding your identity
you discover that one of the easiest ways
to define yourself is to associate yourself.
Political party, religious preferences, even
clothes and “attitude” begin to allow you
to distinguish yourself as a person and
find others that affirm you in your choices. But you are still one of many until one
day you find it—your issue.
Having an issue is really the height
of defining yourself because people don’t
have to like you—they just have to like
your issue. You can very easily dispense
with all your faults and fears of rejection
because if people do reject your issue
they aren’t really rejecting you, are they?
Now you have to know that it might take
some time to find your issue because you
need to find a unique and obscure issue.
The more unique and obscure the better
because people will more readily affirm
you and your issue if it’s something they
themselves haven’t thought of.
If your issue is really esoteric you also
get the benefit of being largely impervious to challenge, and perhaps you’ll get
the most desirable personal identity of

all—being your issue’s primary herald
and champion. Being the herald affords
you the added benefit of feeling righteous
when you tell people about your issue. If
they agree with you then they affirm that
you were in the right all along. If they disagree then you can instantly label them
as “uninformed,” “misguided,” or (best of
all) “unspiritual,” thereby solidifying your
sense of being “right.”
What’s also great about being the herald is that you have an excuse for bringing up your issue no matter the context.
People must be informed about your issue
and since you’ve attached your identity to
your issue you get an excuse to essentially
talk about yourself whenever you feel
like it. Of course if you are challenged as
to the relevance of what you are saying
you can always say, “But people don’t
know about this! It’s important!” And it
is deadly important… to you, because
you’re justified and you’re “right,” if
people agree with you. You are affirmed
and deemed valuable if people affirm
your issue and think it has merit. At this
point if they don’t know about your issue,
who are you?
It is amazing how quickly and subtly

various issues can turn us into “single
issue voters”—not in the political sense,
but the spiritual. Good things can work
themselves into the forefront of our
conversations, and our focus will subtly
shift to become “Jesus plus this issue.”
What becomes most important to us is
that others are informed about a particular passion or conviction and that can
become the source of our identity and
“rightness.” On one hand I would hope
and believe that Dr. Rayburn’s intent at
chapel last week was to inform and exhort
the student body to faithfulness to our
witness to Christ. On the other hand, I
would exhort Dr. Rayburn to consider
if the necessity of cremation has for him
become an “issue.”
However, to each of us in the student
body I’d exhort reticence and reflection
especially as we on campus attempt to
dialogue in a freer setting the many issues
brought up in classes an campus life. Attempting to define yourself by an “issue”
or anything else other than the person
and work of Christ is a temptation at any
age, but even more so for those trying to
define themselves for the first time. Sadly
it’s the best things that make the best

gods. We are more apt to try to find our
“rightness” and “identity” in marriage,
family, doctrine, and conviction. But
when we put our justification and identity
in these things we are building our lives
on sandy foundations that trial sweeps
away like a torrent. There’s a reason Paul
determined to know “nothing among you
but Christ and Him crucified.” There’s a
reason Paul in responding to the Corinthians’ many “issues” brought them
back to the questions, “Does this express
love towards God? Does this love your
brother?” When “issues” become preeminent, what is lost is the person and work
of Christ. We have an enemy that would
gladly have us mired in and find our
glory in “issues” rather than exalting and
glorying in Christ. Let us be careful that
we do not forget this when discussing the
“issue” of a particular chapel speaker.
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The Fair Trade Fetish: An Appraisal from Both Sides
by Colin Stayton
If our nation encourages an economic
trade system that exploits the poor, denies
basic human rights, and destroys the environmental richness of developing countries,
should we not take the responsibility of utilizing our democratic capabilities and market
power to effect change? This is the central
question of the fair trade debate in which
fair trade is contrasted against the familiar
economic principle of free trade.
Critics of free trade explain it like this.
In the free trade system, a company that has
market power barters with two competing
foreign producers. These producers are forced
to pay their employees pittance in order to
give the lower price and remain competitive.
Employees often have no other employment
opportunities as their region is dominated by
a commodity monopoly. Thus they are forced
to work for these inequitable wages.
Fair trade seeks to reverse this by setting
up agreements between companies like Starbucks and the coffee bean growers in South
America so that the field workers in South
America receive equitable pay, are given
healthy working conditions, are not overworked, and can practice more sustainable
and environment-friendly farming methods.
It achieves this by setting a floor price for
any certain commodity. If Starbucks decides
that it won’t buy coffee beans for less than
$.50/lb., the growers will receive more money
and all of the benefits attached to it. Starbucks
loses money by agreeing to a floor price so
their only incentive to having on is being able
to place the “Fair Trade Certified” stamp on
their products. Because there is a growing
consumer demand for fair trade products,
Starbucks can, according to the basic law of

supply and demand, make more money. If
all I, the American consumer, have to do to
ensure the fair treatment of a poor farmer
in Ecuador is buy a slightly more expensive
product, I’ll do it. This is the basic fair trade
theory.
In theory, fair trade provides economic
justice in a way free trade doesn’t. As Andy
Redfern and Paul Snedker of the International Labour Office in Geneva explain it, “the
writings of Adam Smith on free trade and
Charles Darwin on the survival of the fittest
have dominated the intellectual thinking of
modern capitalism as it evolved. Fair Trade in
particular contends that a survival of the fittest model on an international scale is neither
moral nor defensible in modern society.”
That’s when the other side comes in. Fair
trade sounds great on paper. But some critics
complain that, in the long term, fair trade
will perpetuate poverty more than market
capitalism. Steve Daley, who works with the
education development charity Worldwrite,
argues just this.
Mr. Daley is concerned that, because of
fair trade, farmers’ wages will only increase in
small amounts rather than really transforming poor communities through development
and modernization. “Fair trade seems to be
rooted in a conviction that ‘small is beautiful,’” says Mr. Daley, who argues that the
movement does not focus enough on developing modern agricultural methods, which is
“surely what farmers in the developing world
need.” In the globalized market, fair trade is
giving third world workers money to provide
for basic needs, but is it also giving them the
tools they need to sustain themselves in the
long run?

A common theme of the Fair Trade movement is “For the Planet. For the People.”
But does Fair Trade offer a system of long term improvement?

Is Racism Still Alive in America?
by Thomas Holcombe
In his famous speech on August 28, 1963,
Martin Luther King Jr. said, “I have a dream
that my four little children will one day live in
a nation where they will not be judged by the
color of their skin but by the content of their
character.” Thankfully, we have progressed
as a society to the point where we no longer
discriminate against people based on their
race…or have we?
Shortly after Representative Joe Wilson
of South Carolina interrupted President
Obama during an address to a joint session
of Congress on September 9 by saying “You
lie,” many, including former president Jimmy
Carter and members of the Congressional
Black Caucus were quick to suggest a racial
undertone to the interjection. Rep. Wilson
was out of line to interrupt a Congressional
address in such a fashion, particularly considering that it the President was speaking.
That being said, nowhere in the two
words that Mr. Wilson spoke were there racial
undertones. He did not end his sentence with

an unspoken “boy,” as Maureen Dowd of
the New York Times accused. This sort of
finger pointing is both absurd and dangerous. By implying racial connotations, we are
not allowing Mr. Obama to be subjected to
criticism on the basis of his policies. It is not

in the spirit of Dr. King, whose life’s work was
the breakdown of racial barriers. How can
we engage in political debate if our remarks
are constantly being scrutinized for racial
connotations? Yes, we should be respectful
of President Obama, but that does not mean
we cannot disagree with his positions and
policies.
In the years leading up to the American
Revolution, Thomas Paine penned stinging
criticisms of King George III. His pamphlet,
Common Sense, was one of the first calls for
America to declare independence from Great
Britain. As Paine’s work demonstrated, there
are many times when respectful criticism of
authority can be helpful, proper, and essential
in bringing about needed political change.
President Obama ran a successful campaign
calling for change from the status quo, but
that change should involve voices from
both sides of the political spectrum, without
bipartisanship and compromise, democracy
and republicanism risk hurting the minority. James Madison in Federalist X wrote,
“Liberty is to faction what air is to fire, an

ailment without which it instantly expires.”
What he’s saying is that when opposing voices
are forbidden to speak their piece, minority
rights are quickly swallowed up in lieu of the
majority rule.
So I ask again, is racism still alive in
America? I would say yes, but with some
qualifiers. To some degree, the racism of the
1960’s remains with us. Though the whitehooded robes have mostly been closeted,
one has to drive only 20 minutes south down
Scenic Highway to witness the old prejudices.
However, this sort of racism has largely been
marginalized in today’s culture. It has instead
been replaced by the racism of the 21st century—the double standard. We restrict criticism
of racial groups as if they were in a protected
sphere of society. While we have progressed
much from the 1960’s, what would Dr. King
think of today’s society? Do we judge people
on the content of their words or on the basis of
their skin-color? Racism via double standards
is still racism; changing the perspective does
not change the fact.
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Regicide in the rain: Scots Soccer usurps King
By Mitch Prentis and Greg Steele
Last Saturday, both the men’s and women’s varsity soccer teams were scheduled to
play home matches against King College,
but inclement weather forced both games
to be moved down the mountain to Baylor
High School. Despite the rain, both teams
emerged from the swampy field victorious.
The men’s varsity squad chased away
the Tornados with a score of 3-1, bringing home a sweet victory for all the alumni
on campus for the various Homecoming
festivities.
The Scots played well together and the
Tornados were unable to rip them apart.
Julian Allgeier scored the first goal 22 minutes into the game off of an assist by David
Pifer. As the first period drew to a close, the
Scots scored again with a goal from Brian
Stair with assistance from Allgeier. The
Scots closed out their scoring when Tyler
Morrison scored the third goal in the 78th
minute of the game off of a pass from Stair,
his second assist of the game.
The Tornados tried to fight back, and
ended up scoring one goal in the second
period, but were overall unable to compete
with the goalkeeping ability of John Eger,

Junior Jackson Slagle fights for position on October 7 at Bryan.
The Varsity men lost 1-0.
who finished with 3 saves.
The team will be in action again next

A word from the captains:
by Sam Belz
Lady Scots team captains Joy Cain and
Jenny Carter are playing their fourth season
with the women’s varsity soccer team. Both
girls would agree that the Lady Scots’ current record doesn’t accurately reflect their
full potential this season. Getting better
each game and building off a win against
King on Saturday, the captains feel the
team is finally getting into its rhythm.
Bagpipe: Who best exemplifies the integration
of faith and soccer?
Joy: Amy Smrcina after every game –
this is a small example, but this is her mindset – while she was probably the best player
ever, if somebody said to her, “You played
great tonight,” she’d say, “Praise Jesus,” not
sarcastically, but she just would not accept
that as her ability. I just think that’s awesome. And she’s very wise and gives great
advice. Being that wise and incredible of a
person while being the best soccer player,
she’s a great example.
Jenny: For me, it’s Coach Ezell; it’s the
way he encourages and looks people up.
He’s a great example of how to be competitive and how to be mindful of the fact that
everything you do is not from you. It’s from
God. It’s what God gives you. Everybody
assumes Christian schools aren’t competitive or aren’t super good. But it has nothing
to do with that. It has to do with God giving you these gifts and you glorifying him

GARRETT REID

Wednesday when they play at home against
Tennessee Wesleyan College. Following

Tennessee Wesleyan, the Scots will take to
the road to play Asbury College on October
17th. Be sure to wish them luck.
The Lady Scots also faced King College
last weekend. The Lady Tornados held an
impressive 8-4 record going into the game,
and were ranked 6th in the NCAA. This
didn’t stop the Lady Scots from achieving
an exhilarating victory.
Aubrey Brown scored the opening goal
off Jenny Carter’s near miss. Covenant
goalkeeper Bethany Holman made four
saves in the first half to keep the score at 1-0
going into halftime.
The second half began with a bang as
Lauren Probst put one in the back of the
net after another shot by Carter, this one
ricocheting off the crossbar. The pressure
was now on. Holman did an excellent
job of goalkeeping, stopping twelve shots
from going in, but she couldn’t stop Emma
Wells’ breakaway score in the 68th minute.
Thankfully, the rest of the game continued without any goals, and the Lady Scots
pulled out a thrilling 2-1 victory in front of
their homecoming crowd.
The Lady Scots will next take to the
field when they travel down to Mobile University this Saturday. Hopefully they will
continue in their winning ways.

Joy Cain and Jenny Carter field some questions
on the role of soccer at Covenant

spiritually we’ve been on. All these factors
make it really worthwhile, really fun. It
makes us love it more.
Bagpipe: What difference does it make to be a
Christian as a student athlete, on and off the field?
Both: Being a Christian athlete means
playing for the Lord, finding our identity
in Christ, realizing that playing against a
team is worship, but winning and losing is
not our life. That’s not what defines us. The
coaches stress before every game, “The girls
out there may not have ever heard of Jesus
and this may be the only time they hear
about Jesus.” The coaches make us see that
we’re always a witness. We have a reputation to uphold. Even if we get off track and
separate the spiritual life from soccer, the
coaches, and different players on the team
are reminding us what it’s all about. Everything is so interconnected. If somebody gets
injured we just stop and pray. I’m not trying
to brag; Coach just really helps our focus to
GARRETT REID
Freshman Forward Lauren Probstworks the ball between defenders.
be like that.
even through how you develop yourself and having people there is huge. It’s a really
Bagpipe: What advice would you pass on to
play competitively for him.
big pump-up factor. It’s nice to people care
new student athletes at Covenant?
Bagpipe: A lot of people don’t go to soccer
about what you’re doing.
Both: Take advantage of the community
games. Why is it important for the rest of Covenant
Bagpipe: It takes a lot of self-motivation and
of your team; take advantage of the opto go to games? Why should they support the teams? time to play a team sport in college. Do you still love portunity to play on a Christian team. After
Both: All sports teams are working very
the game?
you graduate, you won’t have that anymore.
hard from day to day to be competitive
Both: Soccer at Covenant entails a lot
Playing soccer and being sisters in Christ
against other schools and we represent
more than just the sport. We don’t just go
is a whole new aspect to your growth. It’s
the whole school when we play against
to practice and go to games. We have small rare to find a bunch of athletes who have
other schools, so whether people come or
groups, my best friends are on the team—
the same mindset and priorities as you on
not, we’re still representing them. Besides,
we’re like a family. This is the best team
the field.

